INTRODUCTION

The ‘ADePT’ methodology was devised in 1995 (Austin et al., 1999a, 1999b, 2000) and developed into prototype software between then and 2005. The methodology, which has a DSM partitioning algorithm at its heart, has been widely implemented in industrial design projects, primarily in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) sector but also in the fields of manufacturing, defence, aerospace, IT, and business management. Examples of implementation have been reported at previous DSM conferences (Waskett et al., 2005, Newton et al., 2007).

A decision was made in 2006 to develop ADePT into a commercial software toolset. The availability of the tools, called ‘ADePT Design’, has greatly increased the uptake of DSM – around 200 projects have now used ADePT. This in turn has revealed new challenges: in particular we have seen that Project Managers, designers and engineers in industry often favour well-established practices, even if they are inefficient, over improved processes which have been determined using DSM. The ADePT Design software tools have been amended to now incorporate small but important features to encourage changes in traditional behaviour. Two such examples are described in this paper.

ADEPT

2.1 The ADePT technique

ADePT is a highly structured approach to planning, and subsequently managing, the design activities within a project. The approach is aimed at development of a design schedule which is fully integrated across the designers and based on the critical flows of information between members of the design team. Subsequent management of information flows is regarded as a much better way of controlling the design process than simply monitoring production of deliverables or rate of fee spend. There are three stages to planning with ADePT, and a further management stage.

ADePT employs a DSM partitioning algorithm to identify a sequence of activities which minimises the iteration in the design process and ensures any assumptions which the team need to make are ones which can be made with confidence. This is achieved by weighting the dependencies between
activities. The calculation of a sequence prioritises the availability of outputs associated with the most critical dependencies. Any interdependent, iterative groups of activities which remain in the process following sequencing are often multi-disciplinary. They represent places in the design process where design team members should work concurrently to solve the interdependent problem. Usually they also represent elements of the product, and therefore of the design output, which require co-ordination.

Having produced a target design schedule, the design process needs to be controlled. ADePT incorporates an approach to process control which pre-empts deviation from the target schedule by analysing constraints, which then allows the schedule to be kept up-to-date and used in meaningful way.

2.2 The ADePT Design software suite
The ADePT Design software suite comprises two primary tools: ADePT Design Builder which enables the first two stages of the technique, including DSM, and ADePT Design Manager which enables the final stage. Both tools exchange data in two directions with commonly used scheduling applications including Microsoft Project and Oracle Primavera.

3 PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Dealing with ‘out-of-sequence’ progress
Having identified iteration within design processes, and presented that iteration to design teams in the form of schedules and procedures, we had expected to see design teams adopt the discipline required to ensure that subsequent activities were not progressed until the iteration had been worked through. However, the reality was somewhat different: designers are normally keen to progress all parts of their project, especially if they perceive the project to be behind schedule, and this means commencing work without waiting for the preceding iterative processes to be completed. It also means undertaking some of the activities within an iterative loop of activities but leaving others un-started.

We regard the completion of activities in an order that we call ‘out-of-sequence’ as bad practice. It suggests that the designers are continuing to follow their traditional, inefficient sequence. Most scheduling tools will happily allow this out-of-sequence progress to be entered, and while the more sophisticated tools will give the user options over how to handle the act of then rescheduling the project plan, they do not discourage the practice and, therefore, they also fail to encourage a more efficient process.
We have introduced a feature into the ADePT software tools that identifies any examples of this out-of-sequence progress and forces the user, normally Project Manager, to confirm one of the following:

- An activity recorded as progressed (for example, activity C in figure 3) is in fact not started;
- The preceding activity (activity B) is recorded as incomplete but is in fact fully complete – either way, there is the need in this example to ask a further question over how activity B can be progressed when activity A is not started;
- The progressed activity (C) is no longer dependent on the preceding activity (B). In this case a tear is likely to have been made courtesy of a designer making an assumption about the output from B and that assumption should be recorded; or
- Enough of the preceding activity (B) has been completed to generate an output which has enabled the following activity (C) to commence. Thus activity B is poorly defined, comprising as it does, two distinct steps with an output at the end of step one. In this case activity B should be split into two consecutive steps, with activity C dependent on the first step.

In our experience to date, the third of these options is the most likely. Users must capture all tears (assumptions) which are made throughout their project. Good Project Managers that we are working with understand that every assumption represents a risk, and so they are focusing their teams on undertaking activities in the sequence defined on the DSM, based on available design information, rather than on progressing based on such assumptions.

### 3.2 Accurately capturing progress

When defining a project, we break down the process into ‘small’ activities which can be measured more easily than larger ones. By this we normally mean that we define activities which should take typically between 1 and 20 days. This contrasts with many companies’ common practices whereby they will happily show activities on schedules with durations of many weeks or months. As mentioned, this level of decomposition increases the ability to accurately measure progress. However, even with this breakdown we have seen progress reported in a variety of ways, leading to confusion about the overall progress on a project, as discussed below.

The root of the confusion seems to be the question of what is meant by ‘progress’ (a confusion which is often more common-place when implementing earned value management in design – see references APM 2002 and Meredith, J. R. and S. J. Mantel 2009). Sophisticated scheduling tools allow options including ‘duration progress’, ‘effort or work progress’, or ‘physical progress’ to be entered against activities, indicating the full array of meanings. Until recently we have not seen this word defined for the benefit of project teams; rather they have been left to draw their conclusion over which meaning applies. In defining the likely (or ‘target’) duration of activities in a plan, we are defining the timescale from start to finish of the activity. Therefore we need to capture ‘duration progress’ from the design team if we are to compare like with like. However when asking designers for the progress against an activity they tend to think of the proportion of work or effort which has been expended, against the total predicted, and, of course, it is widely recognised that effort and time do not necessarily share a directly proportional relationship.

As a result we have introduced an alternative to capturing designers’ views on progress: now we capture the current ‘expected completion date’ of the activity and we then infer the duration progress on that basis:

\[
\text{Duration \%} = \frac{(\text{Current Date} – \text{Start Date})}{(\text{Expected Completion Date} – \text{Start Date})}
\]
This can then give results which look peculiar to the untrained eye. For example, an activity which was due to start on 1st February 2010 and has a target duration of 10 days is due to finish on 12th February 2010 (assuming a five day working week). Then, if at the mid-point (end of 5th February), the activity is recorded by the designer as 75% complete (by which they mean that have expended 75% of the effort) but is also predicted by a designer to finish on 26th February, a duration progress will be inferred of:

\[
\text{Duration \%} = \frac{(5^{th} - 1^{st})}{(26^{th} - 1^{st})}
\]

\[
= \frac{5 \text{ working days}}{20 \text{ working days}}
\]

\[
= 25\% \quad (2)
\]

This difference between effort progress (for example 75%) and duration progress (25%) can be disillusioning for designers if they do not understand the difference. However, we have seen that it is possible to clarify the differences by circulating definitions of progress duration and that this means of capturing progress gives an accurate overall picture of a project that would, otherwise, not be possible to achieve.

4 CONCLUSIONS

ADePT has been widely used as a scheduling and planning tool over many years. In recent years it has also been used as a management tool. As the technique has been implemented on more-and-more projects, more has been established about the reality of designers’ behaviour in those projects. We have seen how the efficient processes established in a DSM can be undermined by designers’ traditional methods and that traditional progress reporting can give a false understanding of the overall progress in a project. The ADePT software tools have been amended to incorporate simple features aimed at encouraging changes towards more effective and efficient practices.
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